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1.-INTRODUCTION

1.1. Thisstudy is the first exposition of results obtained from the plan to Basquise (1) the education system
of the Basque Country.
The results may seem limited to those who placed all their hopes on the recuperation of the Basque
language through the school system. For those familiar with bilingual teaching models, this study reveals
nothing new. Hypotheses are simply confirmed. We think however that this is sufficiently important for the
information offered to act as a compulsory point of reference for all sectors involved in teaching Basque.
EIFE is not the ratification of one method of bilingual education or another. EIFE is merely a sample
of the Basquising effort within the educational system over the four or five years since the plan was
started. It is the result obtained at a certain period in time in a given context with certain resources. It
should not be taken for granted that the results revealed by EIFE can be generalised to the entire process,
but they must necessarily be taken into account.
1.2. What have we achieved by introducing the process of Basquisation into all non-university education?
In the 1978-79 school year, with the exception of ikastolas (2), Basque was not a school language.
Schools in the Basque Country were entirely monolingual, Spanish speaking. In public primary schools, only
5% of the teaching staff knew Basque. The majority of teachers were from outside the Basque Country.
Today, every
Basque, like other
favourable attitude
feature of Basque

child knows that Basque is the native language of Euskal Herria (The Basque Country).
languages, is a school language. And the majority of Basque children show a
towards Basque. The whole teaching staff is aware of the fact that the basic specific
schools is the Basque language. The teachers have also felt the need for in-service

training as a consequence and a broad sector is involved in literacy training (3), Basquisation (4) and
preparation for language teaching.
Parents, on the other hand, are demanding more and more competent responses from schools, taking
on an increasingly active and responsible role.
School activities are being substantially reformed under the impulse of Basque teaching. A school with
a good bilingual model is much more enriching than a monolingual one and this has a beneficial effect
not only on the learning of Basque but also on the entire educational process.
. However, we have not yet achieved the objectives of competence in Basque outlined in each model
of bilingual education. This study shows how those children taught under model A achieved low levels in
Basque; neither have those in model B achieved all that was aimed at in this bilingual educational model;

1. ie. introduction of Bosque language subiect and medium teaching.
2. Private Basque-mediumschools created by popular enterprise often with the hope of becoming par! of the public network.
3. Bosque adults are frequently literate in Spanish or French only.
4. For non-native speakers.
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ond finolly, not much has been proved by reveoling thot the children in model
origin- know Bosque.

D -Bosquespeoking by

In ony case, we ha ve observed thot the knowledge of Bosque ottoined through the school is greoter
in those cases where the children come from Bosque speoking fomilies.
AII of this will not have much meoning for mony people. However, those who are involved in the
world of teoching will hold a different opinion. Social chonge olwoys precedes educotionol chonge. We
wonted Educotion to be a pioneer in the Bosquisotion process, but thot is impossible. Society ond the
school system will hove to leorn Bosque simultoneously or not ot 011.
1.3. In our opinion, the bosic result of this study is the following: to open chonnels in order to ochieve
better results from schools ond 011the resources put into the Bosquisotion process. Generally speoking,
reseorch will hove to be promoted in this sphere. It is therefore essentiol to study the onolysis of objectives
in depth. The central objective is to expond the use of Bosque rother thon knowledge of the longuoge.
And on the bosis of this objective, the progromming of eoch model, educotionol context, school ond
clossroom should be onolysed.
A deeper knowledge of the concept of longuoge, ond more specificolly, a greoter knowledge of
Bosque longuoge behoviour would generate methodologies thot would be more oppropriote for teoching
Bosque. There is a greot shortoge in this field.
On the other hond, we think it is essentiol to publish these results when there is such a strong social
effort behind the Bosque leorning process. Even if they are not very promising, the figures hove to be
compared with our hopes ond fears ond the rumours thot circulote. EIFE is a mojor effort in thot direction.
Moveover we believe thot knowledge of the results ond the reosons why they occur is a necessory
first step towords improving them, especiolly if the informotion reoches those directly involved.
.As a result, it is essentiol to ensure thot the results of eoch model reoch eoch ond every school ond
clossroom so thot those most intimotely involved with Bosquisotion can oppreciote the fruits of their lobour
ond can find there the incentive ond the guide necessary to continue their tosk.
We sincerely hope thot the EIFE study will be of use in the improvement
Bosquisotion of the Bosque educotionol system.

of the process of

Itziar Idiozabol
HEAD OF PRIMARY EDUCATION
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2.- A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF BASQUE EDUCATION

In occordance with the Autonomy Statute of the Basque Country (1979), Basque, the native language
of the Basquecountry, shall, like Spanish,be an official language in the Autonomous Community of the
BosqueCountry.
The Basque Parliament defined this coofficiality in the Basic law of Standardisation of the Use of
Basque(1982).
By virtue of this, the Department of Education, Universitiesand Researchpublished the Decree of
Bilingualism(1983), the BilingualismOrder (1983) and many other orders and resolutions,with the aim of
giving the Basquelanguage its due place in the educational system.
As a result of this, Bosque has become a compulsory subject in school and the different bilingual
teaching models have been given their appropriate legal framework.
Below is a brief description of these bilingual teaching models which are applied from kindergarten
on:
MODEl A: AII subjects -except Basque- are taught mainly in Spanish. Basque is taught like any other
ordinary subject.
MODEl B: Both Spanish and Basque are used to teach other subjects, as well as being subject matter
themselves.
MODEl

D: AII subjects, except Spanish, are taught mainly in Basque.

Models A and B are designed for Spanish speaking children and were only introduced a few years
ago into the Basque educational system. Model A was first applied around 1979 and Model B a little
later.
These two bilingual teaching models have substituted the previous teaching model in which Basque
was completely excluded.
Model D was initially conceived for Basque speaking children, but it later included Spanish speaking
pupils. This model is much older, as it was linked to the ikastolas; this movement began to gather strength
and spread from 1960 onwards. At present, model D is also being gradually introduced in public and
private schools.
As determined by the above mentioned Bilingualism Decree, the Department of Education and
Culture, in collaboration with the Secretariat for language Policy, must establish the research tools
necessary for checking the results obtained from the application of different bilingual teaching models.
This EIFE study (EUSKARARENIRAKASKUNTZA:FAKTOREENERAGINA) (Influence of factors on
the learning of Basque) is one of the tasks carried out in order to fulfil this mandate.
As the research data were collected in 1983/84, it is clear that models A and B were still undergoing
a process of consolidation. Nevertheless, it was important to know the data from this period; on one hand

9

because they deolt with the first resultsond on the other because they would serve as a reference point
for further studies.
In the oforementioned school yeor, in the fifth grode of OHO (BGE - BosicGeneral Educotion) (10
yeor olds),the mojority of children were in Model A, to be exoct 67%¡ 4% were in Model B¡ 15% in model
D ond 14% were not tought Bosque.
In the second grade of BGE(7 year olds), 64% were in Model A, 13% in Model B, 18% in Model D
ond 5% were not tought Bosque.
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3.- DESCRIPTIONOF THE STUDY

3.1. AUTHORSAND PROMOTERS
OF THESTUDY
This study has been promoted by the Secretoriot for longuoge Policy ond the Deportment of
Educotion, Universitiesond Reseorch,with the oim of onolysing some of the foctors thot influence the
leorning of Bosquein schools.
The EIFEproject has been corried out by experts from the Sociedad de EstudiosSocio-Económicos
SIADECO ond the Bosquesub-deportmentof Educotiontogether with the colloborotion of membersof the
University of the BosqueCountry ond other centres.
SIADECO wos in chorge of designing the socio-linguisticsurvey ond the somple ond of corrying out
diverse data onolyses.The longuoge tests ond other types of data onolysis were carried out by experts
from the sub-deportment of Educotion. The StotisticsCentre of the University of the BosqueCountry wos
in chorge of data processing, ond the StotisticsDept. of the Foculty of Businessond Economic Sciences
carried out the stotisticol consultoncy work.

3.2. OBJECTlVES
a) To meosurethe level of Bosqueond Sponishin 2nd ond 5th grode BGEstudentsbelonging to the
3 models of bilinguol educotion (A,B,D).
b) To onolyse some of the psycholinguistic,sociolinguisticond other foctors reloted with the teoching
of Bosque.
c) As a result of research on the obove points, to obtoin specific quontitotive ond quolitotive data
on the longuoge situotion within the educotionol system during the

1983-84 school year.

d) To develop the methodology ond instrumentsnecessoryfor this type of reseorch.
e) To creote ond develop instrumentsfor meosuringond evoluoting longuoge competence.
3.3. DESCRIPTIONOF THE RESEARCH
a) Sample
The strotificotion of the somple wos carried out on 3 parometers:
SCHOOl YEAR:
2nd year of BGE (7-8 yeor old children)
5th yeor of BGE(10-11 yeor old children)
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MODELOF BILlNGUAL EDUCA TION:
Model A: bosicolly in Sponish
Model B: bosicolly in both longuoges
Model D: bosicolly in Bosque
SOCIOLlNGUISTIC AREA:

The municipolitieswere clossifiedinto 5 zones, occording to the percentoge of Bosquespeokers:
ZONE 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1- 10%
ZONE 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11- 30%
ZONE 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31- 50%
ZONE 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51- 70%

ZONE5. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71-100%
Frequently, several sociolinguistic zones coexist within eoch council oreo ond it has obviously been
impossible to toke these into occount.
Below ore the groups of pupils studied:

MODEL
A

B

D

2nd year BGE

2A

2B

2D

5th year BGE

5A

-

5D

Model B wos not studied in the 5th form, as it wos still only tought in'very few clossrooms.
The somple wos chosen ot rondom: with 95% confidence there is on opproximotely
relotive error.

6% morgin of

It is composed of two subsomples: a general one to obtoin moin conclusions; ond onother specific
one for a quolitotive onolysis of the sociolinguistic zones.
In short, 1986 pupils were studied, split into 336 clossrooms, belonging to public ond privote schools
ond ikostolos in the Bosque Autonomous Community, during the 1983-84 school yeor.

b) Languogetests
One of the most importont objedives
AND SPANISH.
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of the EIFE study wos to meosure the LEVELSOF BASQUE

A clear forerunner and reference point of this project has been the «Quatre anys de cataló a
I'escola» (Four years of Catalan at school) carried out by the Departament d'Ensenyament de Catalunya

(1).
Some of EIFE's language tests were inspired by the tests of the abovementioned
although they have later been revised.

Catalan study,

The function of these tests was to distinguish mainly between the Basque levels of children belonging
to very different school grades and models, and at the same time to discriminate within each group to be
studied.
In order to do this, the four basic language skills had to be examined¡ oral comprehension, oral
expression, reading and writing, always within the school environment.
Due to the fact that very different Basque levels were measured, the language subtests have different
degrees of difficulty in order to adapt themselves to the groups of pupils to be analysed.
Each test is made up of the following

TESTS
S
U
B
T
E
S
T
S

TESTS
S
U
B
T

tests or subtests:

2nd YEAR BASQUE
Oral Comprehension I
Oral Comprehension 11
Oral Comprehension 111

Oral Expression 1
Oral Expression 11

2nd YEAR SPANISH

Oral Comprehension 1
Oral Comprehension 11
Oral Comprehension 111

E
S
T
S

Oral Expression I
Oral Expression 11

5th YEAR BASQUE
Oral Comprehension I
Oral Comprehension 11
Oral Comprehension 111
Reading I
Reading 11
Writing
Oral Expression I
Oral Expression 11

5th YEAR SPANISH

Oral Comprehension I
Oral Comprehension 11
Oral Comprehension 111
Reading I
Reading 11
Writing
Oral Expression 1
Oral Expression 11

Second year pupils were not given reading and writing tests, as they have not yet mastered these
skills.

(1) «Quatre
Barcelona 1983.

anys de cataló

a I'escola» Generalitat

de Catalunya,

Departament

d'Ensenyament.
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The Basque and Spanish tests were constructed together. The majority of the tests are for group use,
except those for oral expression, which are given individually. Before fixing the final form of the test,
various pretests were done, followed by the analysis of items and marks as well as the necessary changes
and corrections.
e) Psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic and pedagogic

variables

A series of psycho-sociolinguisticand pedagogic variables were compiled -the majority by means of
a sociolinguisticsurvey- in order to relate them with the resultsof the language tests.
They have been classified into the following groups:
1. SCHOOL

CHARACTERISTICS:

Type of centre, size of school, number of pupils per classroom,

teacher's

years of experience

...

2. SCHOOL LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT:
Schoollanguage make-up, percentage of Basque speaking children in the classroom, language used in
certain subjects, language of school material, teachers' language training, language spoken to the
teacher, language spoken to schoolmates...
3. FAMILYLANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT:
Origin of parents, parents' knowledge of Basque, language
language relation between members of the family, media...

usedduring

the child's early years,
.t-

4. NEIGHBOURHOOD LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT:
Sociolinguisticzone, language used with friends, with adults.
5. OPINIONS AND ATTITUDESWITH RESPECT
TO LANGUAGES:
Attitude regarding Basque,Spanish,the nicest language, the favourite language...
6. PERSONAL APTITUDES OF THE CHILD:
School performance (in teacher's opinion), I.Q. (Catell's «G» factor test), knowledge of the languages
(in teacher's opinion)...
There are, nevertheless, important psycho-sociolinguistic variables which have not been collected
(methodology, socioeconomic leve!...), and which, on this occasion, have been rejected due to the
difficulties they would have created for a survey of this scope.

d) Statistical ana/yses
Very varied statistical analyses have been carried out by computer, as this is practically the only way
to work with such an accumulation of data.
Apart from frequencies, means and deviations, item analyses have been made with the «Anitem»
programme. This means that the distribution of children's marks has been analysed as well as the test's
«behaviour».
With this as a starting point, the other analyses were made with the aid of large data packages, in
the Statistics Centre of the University of the Basque Country at Leioa:
Reliability and contingency tables (with the S.P.S.S. data package), Analysis of Main Componentsand
Analysis of Multiple Correspondences(with the S.P.A.D. data package).
Finally, in order to obtain reliability by the «two halves» method, it was necessary to write a data
processing program to that effect.
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e) Limitations on interpretation
In this kind of work, there is a temptotion to derive solutions ond couse-effect relotions with excessive
hoste from the results ond correlotions obtained.
Stotistics does not prove a couse-effect relotion. And, as a result, 011data indicoted in this study
should be used with the necessory precoution.

3.4. ADAPTATION OF LANGUAGETESTS
It seems thot on the whole, the longuoge tests used hove been oppropriote. They hove been oble to
distinguish well between the different models of bilinguol educotion ond olso between the subjects within
eoch group.
As the some tests were opplied to the three models, it is obvious thot some subtests were quite eosy
or rother difficult for certoin groups. This wos unovoidoble. But there are oppropriate subtests for 011
groups which hove helped to discriminote between the subjects of the some.
In order to colculote the reliability, the «two holves» method wos used. This meons thot a meosur'e of
internol coherence of the tests wos found (a single index would not hove much meoning as different tests
were applied to 5 different populotion groups, ond therefore severol sub-indexes of reliability hod to be
colculated.
Reliobility in subgroups varies between 0.77 ond 0.97.
We can soy therefore that the tests have sufficient internol coherence.
Furthermore, in order to confirm the volidity of the tests, the correlation between the grade obtained
by the pupils and the mark given by the teocher has be en colculoted.
AII the correlotions are positive. They vary, with one exception, between 0.33 and 0.54. This means
that the groding of the test and the teacher's mark are, in general, convergent to a normal degree.
However, in the 2nd year of model A, the teacher's opinion and the test's grading ha ve a correlotion
of olmost zero. This could be due to two reasons:
a) that on the one hand, neither the test nor the scale prepored to ascertain the teocher's opinion
were oppropriote for this model ond level; b) thot the teochers find it difficult to discriminate between
pupils ot this level of Bosque.
It is in ony case odvisoble to regard the volidity level of the test with respect to the longuage as a
whole as relotive. The test is only a meosure. It is obvious thot it does not include 011ospects of the
longuoge. Even those which are meosured could be "improved.
With regord to the Bosque ond Sponish tests, we can offirm thot they hove reoched a high degree
of parallelism owing to the foct that their construction, contents ond method of correction are similar.
It has been possible to prove statistically that there is a similar degree of difficulty
notive Bosque speokers ond in the other for notive Sponish speokers.

in the test for
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4.- RESULTS OF THE TESTS

The language tests, as indicated previously, are composed of sub-tests.The sub.test scores were
integrated by means of two formulas, one for the 2nd year course and the other for the 5th year course,
thereby obtaining an overal! mark.
Below are the averages for the 2nd year:

2A

2B

2D

Basque

2

4.6

7.6

Spanish

7.4

7.6

7.1

Fig. 1
2nd Vear. Comparisonof Averages

10.0
9.5
9.0

D

_

SPANISH
BASQUE

8.5
8.0
M 7.5
E
A '7.0
N 6.5
6.0
S
e
o
R
E
S

5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
2nd YEAR MODEL A
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2nd YEAR MODEl B

2nd YEAR MODEl D

5th year marks cannot be compared with 2nd year ones, as we were dealing with two different
populations and becouse reoding ond writing tests were included in 5th yeor.
5A

Bosque

I

Sponish

I

3'2

7'5

5 D

I

I

77

6'9

Fig.2
5th Year. Comparison of Averages
10.0
9.5
9.0
8.5
8.0

.

D SPANISH
BASQUE

M 7.5
E 7.0
A 6.5
N
6.0
5.5
S
e 5.0

o 4.5
R 4.0
E
S 3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
5th YEAR MODEl A

5th YEAR MODEl D

As can be seen, the level of knowledg~ of Sponish is similar in 011models¡ ond olthough model D is
ot a somewhot slightly lower level, the difference is very smoll, ond pupils in this model too hove good
marks.

On the contrary, the situotionof the level of Bosqueis quite different. It is only ot the some level as
Sponish in model D¡ model A is ot a very low level ond model B is in on intermediote position but still a
long woy from the competence shown in Sponish.
If we look ot the distribution of these scores, while olwoys beoring in mind the structure of eoch
model ond composition of the tests, the following remorks can be mode:
With regord to Bosque (figures 3 ond 4):
- The populotion in model D is logicolly distributed.
- Model A is very homogeneous: the mojority of subjects are grouped oround the some low marks.
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- Model B is very heterogeneous. The children's levels of Basque are very different and therefore we
cannot speak of a compact group. Many of them have marks characteristic of model A or D.
With regard to $panish:
- Al! groups have a rather logical distribution, although, as we have said before, model D seems
slightly lower.
- $ubjects of model B reach the same level as those of model A (higher in some cases).

Fig.3
Distribution of marks in Basque in 2 A, B and D.
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Fig.4
Distribution of marks in Basque in 5 A and D.
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Fig.5
Distribution

of marks in Spanish in 2 A, B and D.
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Fig.6
Distributionof marks in Spanish in 5 A and D.
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5.- MODELD
5.1. DESCRIPTIVE
DATA
In model D, teaching is carried out in Basque while Spanish is taught as just one more subject. Other
data have been collected from the socio-linguistic survey which can help to complete the idea of this
model. For example:
- Model D does not only cover the Basque-speaking zones but can be found well-established in the
five socio-linguistic zones differentiated in the study.
- The majority of the pupils' parents in Model D are Basque-speaking: approximately
mothers can speak Basque; and 60% of the fathers.

70% of the

- With regard to the type of centre the majority of them are ikastolas. However, this model is
expanding to some private and especially public schools, as the percentage of this type of school with
model D is greater in 2nd than in 5th year of BGE.
- Roughly 60% of the parents always speak Basque to their children.

Fig.7
Language used by mother with child

BASQUE

MOSH y
BASQUE

2D

- In contrast to
in 5th year (even if
Basque) and is even
are 50% in 5th year
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5D

this, when the parents speak among themselves, the percentage does not reach 40%
we add together the percentages of those who always or nearly always speak in
less in 2nd year -30%-. The parents who always or nearly always speak in Spanish
and 60% in 2nd year.

Fig.8
Language used between parents
DONT
KNOW

DONT
KNOW
BAsa

~

~

omY~

,~~..,

SPANISH

.

~s:J
MOSTl
y

SPANISH
2D

SD

- More than one variable seems to confirmthat 5th form pupilsare somewhat more Basquespeaking
than the 2nd form ones.
- On average, Basque speaking pupils are relatively numerous in the classrooms. In the majority of
cases more than half the children in the classroom learnt how to speak Basque as babies. And so the
majority of parents who send their children to Basque schools are Basque-speaking,except for those
belonging to the most Spanish speaking socio-linguisticzone (zone 1).The children from the other zones
come from fairly Basque family environments. In any case it is impossibleto establish a clear order: for
example, pupils fróm zones 3 and 4 are very Basque, in spite of the fact that these are zones with not
slJcha high Basque speaking percentage.
- Roughly60% of the children always or almost always speak in Basque, both during playtime as
well as with friends.
- Bycontrast, approximately 20-25% always or almost always speak in Spanish.When relating with
neighbourhood friends, the use of Basque drops to 40% and Spanish rises to 45%..
- Only a few watch Basque Televisionexclusively.But71% of 2nd year pupilsand 85% of 5th year
pupilswatch it regularly.
- The children'sattitudes towards Basque are enormously positive.They are in favour of it.
- However, there is no unanimitywith regard to Spanish. A considerable number of pupils show a
positive attitude, another large group a negative attitude and a third group uncertainty. 2nd form pupils
have a more negative attitude than those of 5th form, perhaps beca use they haven't yet competely
mastered this language.

5.2. INFLUENCE
OF FACTORSIN 2 D.
As can be seen from the total scores (in Figure3) one could say that the 2nd form BGEpopulation
has attained a normallevel of homogeneity. We can further affirm that on average they are very fluent
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in Basque. Their total marks are between 5 and 10, the same as for the Spanish speaking pupils in their
language.

By means of a factor analysis we have analysed what characteristics and variables are best related
to the scores.
The data given below, therefore, will help to explain the slight differences that exist in this group with
respect to the level of knowledge of Basque.

1.I.Q.
Few children have a low I.Q., but those are the ones that tend to be related to low scores. By way
of contrast, normal or high I.Q.'s relate to relatively high scores.
2. Family language enviroment
The language used between members of the family and that used in early childhood with the parents
coincides in the majority of cases. To always speak in Basque or to always speak in Spanish are the most
representative modalities in these variables. Logically, those who speak mainly in Spanish and more so
those who always speak it, were those with the worst scores in Basque¡ the opposite naturally occurs with
those who speak Basque.

3. School performance
The fact is that those who have a better level of Basqueare those who show a good performance.
In contrast, those with only a mediocre or low performance generally obtain low scores.
4. Language used with schoolmates
Those who always speak in Spanish ha ve a low level of Basque, and those who almost always speak
in Basque have better scores.
5. Attitude towards the languages
AII the children in this model and year have a positive attitude towards Basque. In any case, those
with the most positive attitude gene rally obtain better marks. As far as attitudes to Spanish are concerned,
there is a considerable dispersion. We can comment that those who get the best scores in Basque are
those with the worst attitude towards Spanish, and viceversa.

5.3. INFLUENCEOF FACTORSIN 5 D
It can be seen that the scores of 5th form BGE pupils, model D, have a normal distribution¡ more or
less from 4 to 10 points (see table 4) similar to the distribution of Spanish-speaking pupils in their own
language. On an average, we can maintain that they know Basque well.
1. Personal aptitudes
School performance clearly influences the level of Basque measured. Good performers obtain high
marks, while weaker performers tend to lower scores.
Another variable which seems to be closely linked to the above is I.Q. Its influence also seems to be
quite marked and to have a similar effect to the school performance variable.
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2. Family language environment
The language spoken with parents during the early years of life and the language used daily in the
family are two highly influential factors; especially if that language used is always Bosque or always
Spanish.High scoresare obtained in the first case while the opposite occurs with the latter.
3. Classroom language environment
The percentage of Basque-speaking pupils in the classroom is important. In «very Basque-speaking»
classrooms (over 60% Basque-speaking pupils), as could be expected, better results are obtained. The same
occurs with those pupils who have a literate Basque-speaking teacher or one who has a qualification in
Bosque. The language used with schoolmates can 0150 be included in this section. Those who always use
Spanish ha ve a much lower leve!. The highest level corresponds to those who use mostly Bosque.
4. language

of the environment

Those who live in an almost completely Spanish-speaking socio-linguistic zone (less than 10% of
Basque-speakers), are undoubtedly in a worse position with respect to the level of Bosque. In the
Basque-speaking zones however, no logical order can be discerned (the best position corresponds to zone
4), as there are sufficient Bosque origin pupils in 011of them. (See page 21: «On average»)
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6.- MODEL A

6.1. DESCRIPTIVE
DATA
As is well known, teoching is carried out in Sponishin Model A. Bosqueis just onother subject.
- Model A is concentroted in the Sponish-speokingzones (especiolly zones 1 ond 2).
- It is frequently situoted in large towns of over 50.000 inhobitonts.
- The mojority of schools are very Sponish-speokingond model A is predominont in them.
- With regord to the type of centre, 011are public or privote¡ there are no ikostolos.
- Despite the foct thot there are some Bosque teochers in those schools, the rest of the stoff are
completely Sponish-speokingor are in the processof leorning Bosque.More thon holf hove been teoching
for over 10 yeors.
- Roughly holf of the parents were born outside the Bosque Country. The mojority of porents
(80-90%) do not even understond Bosque.85-95% speok only Sponishto their children.

Fig.9
Language used by the mother with her children

DONT
KNOW

2A
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- Almost all the pupils in model A speak in Spanish to schoolmates or neighbourhood
in 5th form and 99% in 2nd formo

friendsi 93%

- They sometimes watch ETB (the Basque TV channel), although the majority only very occasionally.
(It should be taken into account that in 1984, when this survey was made, ETB had only just started
operating).
- There is a very positive attitude towards Basque. There is almost no one with a negative attitude.

Fig. 10
Children's ottitudes towords Bosque
NEGATIVE

NEGATlVE VERYNEGATlVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

2A

SA

6.2. INFlUENCE OF FACTORSON 2 A
76% of pupils are grouped around scores of 1, 2 and 3 in Basque. The only test that shows a normal
distribution is Basque Oral Comprehension. In general, the other sub-tests in 5 /1.can be found within those
limitsi they can understand simple sentences and express (orally or in written form) odd words or a very
simple sentence.
The tests used to measure the level of language impose certain limitations. Model A appears as a
group situated on the lower limit. The majority of the tests are too difficult. There are enormous differences
existing with respect to model D (upper limit).
One should always take into account that we are faced with two different phenomena:
Almost all 5 A students, like those in 2 A, are in a similar sltuation regarding the variables examined.
These hardly show any influence.
But, on the other hand, 5% of pupils are Basque-speaking. Despite the fact that this is a marginal
group, its level of Basque is much higher and that is the only difference that can be detected in the
variables studied.
What is the difference between these Basque-speaking pupils and the rest of the pupils in 5 A?
Undoubtedly, the difference lies in the following

groups of influential variables:
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1. Family language environment.

The more Basqueis spoken, the higher the score obtained on the test.
The most important variable is the language used among siblings: the more Basque is used, the better
the level. The more Spanish is used, the lower the level in Basque, as is to be expected.
The language used with the mother in the early years has also proved to be influential.

2. Neighbourhood language environment.
An important variable is the language used with neighbourhood friends. The same occurs with the
language used with adults in the neighbourhood or village. The more Basque is spoken, the better the
resultsand viceversa.
In spite of all this, it is clear that the abovementioned variables hardly make a distinction between
the Spanish-speakingpupils.
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7.- MODELB.
7.1. DESCRIPTIVE
DATA
This is the newest model. Both Bosqueond Sponish are used for importing education.
Model B is quite widespreod over 011the socio-linguistic zones, except for zone

5.

There are model B clossroomsin 011types of centres (ikostolos, public ond privote schools).
Mothemotics is moinly tought in Sponish.Bosqueis used more in Social Sciencesond Experiences.

Fig. 11
Language

used to teach Mathematics
DONT
KNOW

SPANISH

With regord to complementary material, Sponish is used moinly for written texts ond Bosque for
oudiovisuol methods.
There is a positive ottitude towords Bosque,better thon in Model A, but not as good as in model D.
There is olso a good ottitude towords Sponish.
Approximotely holf of the porents were born outside the Bosque Country, ond 86% do not even
understond Bosque.It is therefore very similar to model A in this respecto
The longuoge used in the eorly years, for 85% of the survey, wos Sponish.
Forty eight percent olways or olmost olwoys speok Sponishwith the teocher outside closs.Only 35%
olwoys or olmost alwoys speak Bosque.The others use both.
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Fig. 12
Language used with teacher outside the classroom

MOSTLy
BASQUE

Between ehildren too mainly Spanish is used (80-90%).
More than half rarely watch the Basque TV ehannel, ETB.

7.2. 2 B - INFLUENCEOF FACTORS

With regard to marks, 38% had around 1-2-3 points, on the same level as those of model A.
There is an intermediate level of 38% with 4-5-6 points.
The remaining 24% attained a seore equal to that of model D subjects with 7-8-9 points. (See figure
3.)
What is the reason for these marked differenees?
We eannot speak of the influenee of only one factor, but it is clear that we are faeed -as far as the
resultsare eoneerned- with two or three types of model B.
Below are the most important variables in relation to the resultsof this model.
1. Familyand neighbourhood language environment.
The variables most strongly related with high seores are the language used in the family, in the
neighbourhood and during the ehild's early years. If Basque is the family language this alone guarantees
a high seore.
These variables have a greater influenee than others sueh as teaehers, sehool type, ... ete. However,
the majority of model B subjects did not have Basque as a home language.
If we leave the above variables to one side we find ourselves with others whieh relate to the
different types of model B.
These seeondary variables are eentred on the sehool.
2. Sehoo/ language environment.
Language used with the teaeher outside class. Those who always speak Basque with the teaeher
obtain better seores.
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It would appear that the language used in relations with the teacher reflects the degree of
«Basqueness»
of the schoo\.
As regards the classroom, the language used to teach mathematicsis of great importance.
The language of written reference work is also important.
3. School Characteristics.
There are considerable differences
ikastola) and its language make-up.

in results according

to the type of school (public, private or

In this sense and on average, the highest scores were obtained in ikastolas and the lowest in public
schools.

4. Others
Individual variables also show a clear relation to scores, as in the case of the intelligence quotient
and school performance. However, they are not as important as the others with regard to influence.

7.3. MUL TIPLECORRESPONDENCEANAL YSIS

In accordance with the above, one can distinguishvarious B models.The most important features of
these «submodels»can be described with the help of factor analysis (multiple correspondences}.(SeeHg.
13.) Each score or mark has some variables proiected around it, indicating a «link»between them.
Globally, the highest scores (8 and especially 9) are linked with Basque as a family and
neighbourhood language. But only 4% of the pupils find themselvesin this position. These children are
similar to those of model D and generally attend ikastolas.
Fig. 13

Analysis of multiple correspondences. 2 B
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The intermediote scores, 6-7-8, olso occur moinlyin ikostolos.They seem to indicote different types
of orgonisotion within the ikostolos.
The longuoge used with the teocher outside closs ond thot used to teoch Mothemotics ond Social
Sciences are reloted with scores of 6, 7 ond 8. When 011is soid ond done, this meons the time ossigned
to Bosque.The more time dedicoted to Bosque,the higher the scores.
If we go to the other extreme, one can observe thot scores 1, 2, 3, 4 ond perhops 5 are primorily
reloted to public schools. From 3 downwords, the scores are the some as in model A. It is possible to find
011kinds of situotionsomong the privote schools: they are very heterogeneous with regord to results in
Bosque.
If we sum up the foctors of greotest influencein thisgroup, we find:on one hond, Sponishas a fomily
and neigbourhood longuoge¡ on the other, thot the language relotionshipwith the teacher outside the
classroom is in Spanish¡ and within the school, thot mothematics and experience are only tought in
Spanish.
To a lesser degree, scores are also related to the teocher's (Le.closs tutor) training in Basque. If the
teacher is a literate notive speaker, then the higher scores predominote. The non-notive teacher who has
learnt the languoge as an adult follsinto second place and finollythere are those who are not very fluent
in Basque.
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8.- SUMMARY
8.1. IMPORTANCE OF THE GROUPS OF VARIABLES

In the two tables below, the influenceof the different groups of variables in the various school years
and models is clearly shown.
The influence is represented by asterisks.In each group, the most important set of variables is shown
by two asterisks.
However, in order to interpret these tables, it is necessary to take group by group explanations given
above into account, where the meaning of the differences is expressed more clearly.
With regard to Basque, in general, it is obvious that the variables linked to family language
environment as well as those which refer to the neighbourhood language environment are the ones with
most influence on all years and models. The fact of being born into a Basque-speakingfamily and in a
zone with.a substantial Basque presence creates an important difference by itself, especially in models A
and B. By contrast, in model D, the most important role corresponds to the child's personal aptitudes, as
this very model gives the opportunity to overcome the language conditioningfactors of birth.
The apparent lack of influenceof the schoól and personal aptitudes in model A is also significant.
The influence of the school language environment appears in model D, and especially in model B:
the key to this lies in the Basquenessof the school and classroom; that is, in the importance and position
given to Basque in these spheres.
INFLUENCEOF THE SETOF VARIABLES
** Main influence
* Considerable influence

BASQUE

2A

5A

2B

2D

5D

**
**
*

**
**

*
**

*
**
*

*

**

**

*

1.- SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

2.- SCHOOL LANGUAGEENVIRONMENT
3.- FAMILY LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT
4.- NEIGHBOURHOOD LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT
5.- ATTITUDETOW ARDS SPANISH & BASQUE

6.- PERSONALAPTITUDES

**
**

Table 1
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SPANISH
2A

5A

2B

2D

5D

*

*
**
**

*
*

**

*

**

1.- SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

2.3.4.5.6.-

SCHOOL LANGUAGEENVIRONMENT
FAMIL
Y LANGUAGEENVIRONMENT
NEIGHBOURHOODLANGUAGEENVIRONMENT
ATTITUDETOWARDSSPANISH& BASOUE
PERSONALAPTITUDES

*
**

*
**

Table 2
In the set of variables that influence the level of Spanish, there is undoubtedly a different distribution,
such as that which corresponds to a standardised language and for that very reason provides an
interesting comparison with the distribution corresponding to Basque.
The child's personal aptitudes, that is, school performance and 1.0. play an important role especially
in 5th year BGE (as occurs with Basque in model D).
To a lesser degree, the variables included in the neighbourhood language environment set have
some influence, and the family language environment ones less so, especially in model D.
In any case, with regard to the Spanish language the differences between Basque-speaking and
Spanish-speaking pupils are not very important, as for this age (10-11 years old) we can say without risk
of error that practically everyone is Spanish speaking to a substantial extent.
Finally, certain important variables cannot be omitted when examining the total population and
which were not integrated into the analysis by groups: the child's age and the model of education.
The first factor has as much influence in the process of learning Basque as it does in Spanish. There
is no doubt that 1O years olds know more than 7 year olds.
Thé model also influences both languages¡ decisively in the case of Basque. Any child in any model
knows sufficient Spanish¡ but there are huge differences in Basque.
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